
Getting started
First your Scouts will need to know the requirements for 

completing the badge. They must:

• Take a regular part in a street sport such as 

skateboarding, BMXing, roller or in-line skating or 

another street sport as agreed with the leadership team

• Complete all the activities below:

 i) Own or use equipment for a street sport   

 for 6 months. Be able to check, adjust and   

 repair the equipment to ensure safe uses

 ii) Be able to demonstrate a reasonable    

 level of skill in the chosen street sport and   

 show evidence of improvement

• Explain the safety rules for their chosen sport

• Demonstrate ability in the chosen sport to other people 

in their Troop. This could be an exhibition or a public 

event or competition. 

NB: If you need help designing alternatives to these 

requirements for those with special needs please contact 

the Special Needs Office at Gilwell Park on 0845 300 

1818.

Play it safe
Yes your Scouts may think this is the boring bit, but it’s 

essential so make sure they take note. They should 

always wear their safety gear, if it’s cool enough for 

the likes of the professionals such as Tony Hawke, Mat 

Hoffman and Fabio Da Silva, then it’s cool enough for 

them. Stress the importance of gaining a good grasp 

of the basics first – there’s nothing wrong with being a 

beginner, even the professionals were beginners at one 

time.

Know your gear
If a Scout wants to try their hand (or should that be feet?) 

at skateboarding, biking or blading, then probably the 

best place to start is by getting the necessary equipment:

• Skateboards usually retail from around £27 

upwards. They can be made of various materials 

from MDF for the cheaper ones to Canadian 

Maple for the most expensive. Lower spec 

boards are easily available on the High Street in 

stores such as Argos and Woolworth’s, but for 

something a little more advanced they may have 

to seek out a specialist skate store.

• Blades can cost anything from £25 upwards. 

You can get two different types of blade, one 

for street skating (skating on streets, curbs, 

benches, handrails and other elements of urban 

landscapes) and one for vert skating (skating on 

ramps and other vertical structures specifically 

designed for skating). Make sure your Scouts 

get the right ones. They can tell the difference by 

the wheels. Blades more suited to street skating 

will display the Anti-Rocker set-up, two smaller 

wheels inside two larger ones, while those more 

suited to vert skating will have a Flat set-up with 

wheels that are all the same size.

• BMX bikes usually start from around £100 

upwards. You can get BMX’s with smooth or 

rough pegs; these are an extension of the bike 

frame protruding from either side of the centre 

of the back wheel that you can stand on when 

doing certain tricks, or use for grinding along the 

edge of some structures. Smooth pegs are best if 

you want to do a lot of grinding as they have less 

friction, but rough ones are best if you want to 

learn tricks where you actually stand on the pegs 

as they give more grip.

Once they’ve got their board, bike or blades they’ll need 

a helmet and some pads. These can usually be covered 

for another £20. They can go further of course, buying 
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skate trainers, bags, t-shirts...  Once they’re kitted out 

they’ll want to learn some skills, here are a few easy 

examples you can show them to help them get started:

On Yer Bike!  - BMX Basics

Bunny Hop

Keep two fingers on the back wheel break, if you’re losing 

control quickly hit the break to stop.

Make sure you bend your knees before you land so you 

don’t damage your knee joints. 

Drop In

This trick can be mastered in a short period of time. Start 

on the smaller ramps at first and slowly work your way up 

as you get more skilled and confident.

You may feel that you’re going to fall onto the slope, but 

remember to turn your wheel as you push off and you’ll 

be fine.

Blade runner – blading basics

Push off and stop

To skate and get up to speed push 

your feet out to the left and right. 

Careful though, beginners often 

make the mistake of pushing too 

far out and end up doing the splits!

Stalling

The ultimate goal is to balance with 

both feet on the coping at the top of 

the ramp for a few moments before 

rolling back down the slope. The 

coping is where the flat top and the 

curved section of 

the ramp meet. 

To get started 

and build your 

confidence, just 

aim to put one 

foot on the coping and the other on the platform and 

move on from there.

It’s great when you skate…. yeah! 

– boarding basics

Push off and Stop

The best advice when getting used to your skateboard is 

keep your knees bent. This allows you to stay balanced 

at all times, and you’ll soon get used to shifting your body 

Place your bike pegs 
on the coping at the 
top of the ramp

The outside pedal 
should be low, the 
inside one high

 When you’re ready, 
put your weight onto 
the outside foot

Lean into the slope, 
turn the front wheel

Roll down the ramp to 
finish

Push out your left foot
for motion

Repeat with your right 
and keep going

Scrape one foot along the 
ground to stop

Push your front foot 
over the front wheels
Push out your left foot
for motion

Push off, put the back foot 
over the kick tail

Shift your weight 
backwards and pull 
the front wheel up 
at the same time

Lean forwards and 
curl your toes under 
the pedal to lift the 
back wheel up

Get enough speed to 
reach the top

Towards the top turn 
180 Degrees

Now you need to face 
down the ramp

Balance on the coping 
with your H-Block

After a few moments 
roll back down the 
ramp



weight around to stay on your board and feel confident 

enough to try tricks.

The Grind

The Grind is an essential trick for street skating. When 

you do the trick on a ramp you need to ride along the 

coping that sits on the lip of the ramp. 

When performing a Grind the re-entry can be the trickiest 

part. Make sure you relax and bend your knees to stay 

safe.
 

Get going

So, there should be enough here to help you get your 
Scouts going. Visit www.fruitshoot.com to pick up some 
more top street sport tips.

Useful Websites

www.fruitshoot.com

www.bmxonline.com

www.bmxplusmag.com

www.londonskaters.com

www.inlineskating.about.com

www.skateboard-city.com

www.kidzworld.com

Grind the 
front truck 
on the 
coping

Keep the 
back truck 
above the lip

Relax and re-enter 
the ramp
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Roll up the ramp at a 
safe speed...

As you reach 
the lip push 
on the front

Bend the knees and 
move your body so that 
your...

...centre of gravity is in 
the middle of the board

To come to a stop simply 
step off your board


